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Growing indoors can be a great way to engage your class in year round, hands-on learning with
plants and plant lifecycles. Whether you are growing to produce food for cooking, class learning and
experiments, seed saving, or all of the above, having plants growing in your classroom and/or school

can liven up the room, create new opportunities for teaching, and connect students to foods,
lifecycles and living systems.   

GROWING INDOORS  

Growing indoors can be done in two ways: in-soil or hydroponically (or aeroponics). We will explain
the differences and ways that you can use these growing methods in your class. 

https://www.sd57.bc.ca/
https://www.reaps.org/
https://farmtoschoolbc.ca/
https://farmtoschoolbc.ca/
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What is hydroponics you may ask. 
Hydroponics is the technique of growing plants using a water-based nutrient solution rather
than soil. There are varying ways you can set this up and grow, which we will cover below.
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GROWING HYDROPONICALLY 

IN THE CLASSROOM

 Grow  a diversity of plants for learning and school
food such as greens, herbs tomatoes, cucumbers,

beans, strawberries +

Grow in a small vertical space with high 
plant density

Grow in a closed loop system that recycles water
and reduces water consumption required

Teach students about plant nutrients and caring
for a living system & growing unit 

Growing hydroponically can be used to: 



Before we get into the different set ups for growing, there are some key materials all hydroponic
system requires. To grow hydroponically, you need seeds/plants, water, a way to anchor the

plants, nutrients, aeration, a light source, and a container for the water. 

Seeds & Plants
You can grow almost any plants hydroponically, but some do better then others / are better

suited to this method. Most popular include lettuce/greens, herbs, tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers,
strawberries. Some have even had success growing root vegetables like beets!

Water 
Water hydrates the plants and holds the nutrients for the plants to absorb. Water: Think of this
system as if you’re growing in soil and permanently watering your plants – this is one of the
reasons growing hydroponically is so beneficial – you can recycle water and use less per plant.

Plant Anchor: Net Pots
The holes allow the water and liquid nutrients to easily enter the root zone, and allows the

solution to drain out easier. The slits in the side of the plastic basket allows the roots to hang
out, allowing the oxygen they need to grow big and strong. 
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HOW TO GROW HYDROPONICALLY



Nutrients
Soil contains all of the micro and macro nutrients that a plant needs to thrive. Because you are

not using soil, you need to supplement the water with nutrients so your plants can grow.

Aeration
Oxygen: Because the roots are submerged in water and not soil (which has gaps and holes where

air resides), the water needs to be well oxygenated so the plant does not drown. 
This is accomplished by either part exposing the roots to open air or with an air pump.

Light Source
For indoor hydroponics, supplemental lighting is almost always necessary. While you may find
success growing plants indoors in the summer if you have a very sunny south-facing window,

you will likely need artificial lights to supplement even then and full time in the winter.

The container 
Can be very low-tech to high-tech. Any kind of container that holds water will do for

hydroponics, as long as it is clean and made of a material that is safe for food (a material that
will not leach harmful chemicals into the water). More on containers in growing methods.
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HOW TO GROW HYDROPONICALLY



Let's start simple and build up in complexity - because the beauty of growing hydroponically is
that you can easily choose the size, what you use and what set up works for your classroom. 

You can start small, learn as you go and grow into a larger and/or more complex system as you
go. There are many options from grow towers to DIY set-ups, to bins, buckets and jars. 

When deciding what set-up you want to go with for your classroom, the list below can help
guide you in choosing what will work best. The advice of dream big and start small can go a

long way when starting out or advancing your projects.

What is your project / material budget? 

How much time do you have to invest in managing the system(s)?

Purpose
 Example, if it is for food consumption you may have a target amount of plants you want to

grow. If for learning, observation and experiment then fewer plants may be fine.

Size of Space
How much space do you have in the classroom (or is there a central location in the school for?)
For example, small spaces may do better with a vertical tower or rack you can set containers on.

Type & size of plant(s)
The type of plant you grow may determine what set up you use. It is possible to grow root

vegetables like garlic, onions, radishes, and carrots successfully but they require hydroponics
systems that can provide sufficiently supportive growth media, such as Ebb & Flow or Nutrient

Film Technique (NFT) (these will be introduced in a later section)
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PLANNING YOUR SET-UP
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Hydroponic fertilizers must contain the entire spectrum of necessary elements. 
You can purchase liquid nutrients that are pre-mixed for your growing needs. These will have

directions for quantities required for use. 
Plants get carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen from air and water. The rest of the nutrients are from

nutrient solutions or the growing media you choose to use (more on what that is later)

Macronutrients and micronutrients are both essential for plant growth and development. 
The difference between macro- and micronutrients is the amount required by plants.

Macronutrients are required in higher amounts than micronutrients.

Macronutrients include:
 carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, sulfur, calcium, and magnesium

Micronutrients include:
 iron, manganese, zinc, boron, molybdenum, chlorine, copper, and nickel
If you want to read more in-depth into nutrients and pH explore here

FEEDING YOUR PLANTS

When growing hydroponically, pH is a component you will have to monitor. pH directly impacts
the nutrient availability for the plants. pH  is measured using a 0- to 14-point scale where 0 is
the most acidic, 7 is neutral, and 14 is the most alkaline. In general, the optimal pH range for

growing vegetables hydroponically is 5.0 to 7.0. 

You can test the pH of your
hydroponic water by using simple

pH test strips or a pH digital
reader. Both are quite easy to use
and you can order them online or

purchase them at garden /
hydroponic stores or even
restaurant supply stores

https://extension.psu.edu/hydroponics-systems-and-principles-of-plant-nutrition-essential-nutrients-function-deficiency-and-excess#:~:text=Macronutrients%20and%20micronutrients%20are%20both,chlorine%2C%20copper%2C%20and%20nickel.


Although a higher upfront cost, we recommend using LED (light emitting diode) bulbs 

In selecting the type of light required for your plants you need to consider the spectrum of light: 

The light spectrum includes colors ranging from red to blue; some light bulbs produce mostly
blue light, some produce mainly red, and others produce a mix of blue and red light. Light bulbs
marketed as “white light” or “full spectrum” will produce a balance of red and blue light. If you
are planning to grow a diversity of plants broad spectrum LEDs are far better than red/blue on
their own since they emit a wide range of wavelengths for different growth stages and needs.

Blue Light
While a balance of blue and red light is best for plant growth, you can get away with just blue

light if you’re only growing plant starters for the garden or leafy greens. 

Red Light
Light from the red portion of the light spectrum helps plants to develop thicker stems, and is

necessary for plants that set flower and fruit.
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WHAT LIGHTS TO USE

because they are: 
Safer: do not produce too much heat 
Very energy efficient & Long-lasting

Wide spectrum of light
Wide variety of styles and sizes

Timers
Timers also make growing that relies on

supplemental light functional. They can be set
to keep lights on for the duration of time the
plants require without you having to be at the

location. On average, plants require 14-16
hours of light for optimal plant growth.

There are many simple timers you can find at
garden centres or online.



The Kratky method is very efficient, using less water and nutrients than other types of
hydroponic systems. It Is a non-circulating (no pumps to move air or water), passive system

where the aeration of the roots is provided by the air gap above the water. 

Essentially, the plant roots are partially submerged in nutrient-rich water without any circulation
or added airflow. The rest of the roots are above water where they can get oxygen. It is

important to only submerge the net pot partway as the seedlings grow, and why it’s important
to keep the roots only 1/3 to 1/2 submerged once they start to develop beyond the net pot.

You can use the Kratky method for growing in small sizes like mason jars or for larger plants,
like tomatoes or multiple heads of lettuce, by using a bucket or tote/container. 
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Let's start simple and build up in complexity - because the beauty of growing hydroponically is
that you can easily choose the size, what you use and what set up works for your classroom. 
You can start small, learn as you go and invest in growing as you go. There are many options

from grow towers to DIY set-ups, to bins, buckets and jars. SucSeed Canada can be an inspiring
source of information, ideas and activites for simple classroom set-ups!

WAYS TO GROW HYDROPONICALLY

KRATKY METHOD

For more details on setting up a Kratky
Methods, visit here

https://hydroponicway.com/13-nutrients-required-for-hydroponic-plants
https://sucseed.ca/
https://www.trees.com/gardening-and-landscaping/the-gratky-method#:~:text=The%20Kratky%20method%20supplies%20plants,and%20hung%20above%20the%20water.
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For an easy and fun way to experiment with growing hydroponically, start with a mason jar
hydro-garden. It is a great way to get students involved and to watch a plant grow. This uses

the Kratky method of hydroponics, which is simple and effective. 
If you use clear jars, make sure to paint them or cover them in something (like tin foil) to

prevent light in the root area (this prevents algae growth)

The plants may grow slower with this method, but this system involves the fewest materials for
setup, and is very low maintenance. To set up a Kratky hydroponic container, you’ll need some
basic supplies. Most are re-usable, and you can even use recycled plastic containers to create

makeshift containers.

Materials Required: 
Wide Mouth Mason Jars 32 oz

Rockwool cubes: 1.5” Rockwool Starter Plugs for Hydroponics or Oasis grow cubes
3" net Pots for holding the rockwool cubes 

Paint, tinfoil or fabric for covering jar
Water, seeds & nutrients 

KRATKY METHOD IN JARS

For Bucket or Tote: Materials Required
Container (bucket, tote, yogurt/plastic container)

Tool for cutting holes in lids of container
Rockwool cubes: 1.5” Rockwool Starter Plugs for Hydroponics or Oasis grow cubes

3" net Pots for holding the rockwool cubes with the seedlings

https://amzn.to/3qQee98
https://hydroponicsclub.ca/collections/rockwool
https://hydroponicsclub.ca/collections/rockwool
https://amzn.to/3qTfnNf
https://oasisgrowersolutions.com/collections/rootcubes%C2%AE
https://www.homedepot.com/b/Outdoors-Garden-Center-Hydroponic-Gardening-Net-Pots/N-5yc1vZcfbu
https://hydroponicsclub.ca/collections/rockwool
https://hydroponicsclub.ca/collections/rockwool
https://amzn.to/3qTfnNf
https://oasisgrowersolutions.com/collections/rootcubes%C2%AE
https://www.homedepot.com/b/Outdoors-Garden-Center-Hydroponic-Gardening-Net-Pots/N-5yc1vZcfbu
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DEEP WATER CULTURE METHOD

Another simple hydroponic systems to use in the classroom is called Deep Water Culture. This is
similar to the kratky system but has active aeration. Plants are suspended above a tank of water
and the roots hang into the container where they absorb water and nutrients. The difference in
this system is that, unlike Kratky where roots gain oxygen from being exposed to the air, roots

gain their oxygen from air within the water tank.

This method is called Deep Water Culture because you use a reservoir that can hold a larger
quantity of water and roots remain deeply submerged. A benefit to a larger water reservoir can
mean more stability in your nutrient solution, resulting in less maintenance and monitoring.  

For more details on setting up a
Deep Water Culture Methods: Visit

Here

You can buy premade deep water
culture hydroponic systems, but it is

more affordable and nearly as easy to
build your own where your container

for holding water and plants can be as
simple as a 5-gallon bucket or a

plastic tote. 

To make your own you need:
1. Bucket or tote with lid
2. Tool to cut holes in lid

3. Water & Nutrient solution
4. Plant anchor "cup"

5, Seed/plant substrate
6. Seeds 

7. Lights (attached to a rack or on a
stand that raises light above plants

https://www.trees.com/gardening-and-landscaping/deep-water-culture
https://www.trees.com/gardening-and-landscaping/deep-water-culture
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VERTICAL GROW TOWERS

A hydroponic tower is a subtype of hydroponics where water flows through the roots from the
top. This method can produce a large harvest using less space and less water, but can have a
higher initial and higher operating costs. In addition, these systems can be more susceptible to
outages and can be less compatible with some plant types. The benefit of grow towers can be
that they take less space and come as a kit with an established outlines system of operation. 

Unlike other hydroponic systems, hydroponic
towers are not ideal for growing root

vegetables, vining plants. 

Leafy vegetables, fruiting vegetables, herbs, and
flowering plants are the best plants to grow in

a hydroponic tower system.

For more details on hydroponic vertical growing: visit here
Tower Garden Lesson Plans: Visit here

https://www.yourindoorherbs.com/best-worse-plants-grow-hydroponics/
https://www.trees.com/gardening-and-landscaping/vertical-hydroponics
https://www.towergarden.ca/grow/lesson-plans


For further details and examples on Ebb & Flow systems read more here

In an ebb and flow system (or flood & drain system) plants are grown in a tray or container that
involves the periodic flooding and draining of the water with nutrient solutions. When the water

drains the roots become reoxygenated. The flooding usually takes about 15 minutes. This
frequent flooding and draining process stimulates fast and healthy growth because the plants

receive regular doses of nutrients and oxygen.

The water and nutrient solution are in a separate but connected reservoir. Growers use pumps
connected to a timer to pull the water from the reservoir into the tray where the plants are. 

You can find prefabricated units at local hydroponics stores or online or build your own with
basic materials such as buckets, plastic containers and plumbing supplies. There are two phases,
when the water and nutrients flow the growing areas, flowing over the plants’ roots, which then

drain back to the reservoir. These two actions take turn continuously. 
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EBB & FLOW

https://www.trees.com/gardening-and-landscaping/ebb-and-flow-hydroponics
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NUTRIENT FILM TECHNIQUE (NFT) 

NFT's use a reservoir for water and nutrients (such as a large plastic drum) and the water is
pulled into the channels, usually with tubing and a pump. The channels are angled downwards

to allow for water flow. When the water reaches the end it is recirculated to the reservoir.
These can be purchased as premade units, or homemade with recycled gutters or pvc tubes.

Nutrient Film Technique (NFT) is also a fairly simple yet effective hydroponic design where plants
are usually grown in channels or troughs, and is similar to deep water culture in that there is a

constant stream of water available to the roots. Typically NFT uses tubes with very shallow
nutrient solution pouring down through the tubing. The bare roots of the plants absorb the

nutrients in the solutions when they come into contact with the water.

The nutrient film technique is often
used to grow smaller and quick

growing plants like different types of
lettuces. Apart from lettuces,

commercial growers also use this
system to grow herbs baby greens

and strawberries.

For further details, examples & DIY
for NFT systems read more here

https://www.trees.com/gardening-and-landscaping/nutrient-film-technique
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Growing in soil in the classroom can be a great way to have year round growing that involves
students in learning how plants grow and how to take care of plants in soil. Growing in soil can
be used to start seedlings that can be transplanted into the garden when the season is ready.
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GROWING IN SOIL  

IN THE CLASSROOM

 Start seedlings that can be transplanted into the
garden when the season is ready

Grow baby plants that can be sold as a fundraiser
or donated to local gardens 

Grow microgreens that can be snacked on, added
to salads, sandwiches and more, or sold as a class

or school fundraising project

Grow plants for learning and school food such as
lettuce, greens, tomatoes, cucumbers, beans +

Grow potatoes, like the Agriculture in the
Classroom Spuds in Tubs program

Growing in soil can be used to: 
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WHAT TO GROW IN? 

When growing indoors only use soilless mixes or soilless medium often called potting mixes
that you can get at a garden centre. Potting mixes are not real soil yet are mixes typically made
from peat moss or coco coir and minerals designed to balance moisture, provide aeration and

create a PH level most plants desire.  

  

Do not use outside soil as it can quickly become compacted and waterlogged, reducing airspace,
which can cause root rot. Outdoor soil can also contain weed seeds, insects and disease if it is

not pasteurized. 

Also do not use Potting soil (often sold as garden soil) that is labeled "for in-ground use."
These products contain mineral elements such as sand, clay, and loam.

To read more on soilless mixes and why they are important visit here

  

Soilless Mix

TIPS FOR GROWING IN SOIL 

Growing plants in soil indoors requires you to provide plants with their needs to grow and thrive.
Plants will require proper growing medium, light, water, nutrients and airflow.

  

https://www.thespruce.com/what-is-a-soilless-potting-mix-1403085
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MATERIALS REQUIRED

Indoor grow set-ups are typically quite simple and straight forward. In addition to plant care, as
long as plants have enough space to grow, adequate light, and airflow, they should be successful.

Including soilless mixes, below is a list of the common materials required for growing indoors

Hand seeder: can help with small seeds
Seeding starting tray or upcycled containers
(if upcycling containers - poke drainage holes
in bottom)

Microgreen Trays

Plant labels, stickers or popsicle sticks
Watering Cans or bottle toppers (that
can be applied to any plastic bottle)
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AIRFLOW

Airflow can be a very important factor to maintaining healthy plants. If you plants are too
crowded or have a lack of airflow they may become susceptible to fungal issues. 

Airflow also benefits plants growing indoors to mimic a breeze outside. This helps strengthen the
plants stems as they grow. Any common fan can do the trick.

SET-UP / RACKS

You can simply grow on a window ledge or table of your classroom (as long as its not too cold by
the window & there is enough day light to support plant growth - if not, you will still have to

supplement with grow lights). You can use racks or any material such as a metal rack that can be
easy to set up and are easy to be kept clean and sanitized. Racks should have space to tie/adhere

lights. Racks that are adjustable to alter space for plants growth can be handy. 

For a DIY option to build from wood: Farm to School BC Video

INDOOR GROW LIGHTS
Lights for growing in soil follow the same recommendations as those for growing hydroponically. A
sign of insufficient light will present itself with your seedlings/plants growing "leggy"  which means

they grow very tall and too skinny. This can jeopardize the health and strength of the plant as it
matures. This happens because the seedlings are reaching for the light.  

You can also purchase or make
your own stand-alone grow

station with lights above your
plants. 

This can be suitable for small
stations but can also be built
as a larger structure that can

hold lights overtop of tall
plants such tomatoes or

cucumbers growing in buckets
on the floor, for example.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ec40CeNvyA
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PROVIDING NUTRIENTS

Soilless mixes do not have nutrients that you find in outdoor living soils. You have to provide this
for your plants to support the growth and health of your plants. 

Plants require three main nutrients nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) 
Secondary nutrients of calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg) and sulfur (S). 

Trace elements of iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), boron (B) and molybdenum (Mo)

You can easily get pre-made mixes for general balanced plant needs. These can come in powders,
liquids or slow-release sticks. You can find both synthetic or organic forms that are are available

 at most plant centres. 

  

Class project of nutrients
Foods we eat can have nutrients that plants need, like bananas with potassium and other micro

nutrients. A class project can be researching what plants you can soak in water for 24hrs to
absorb nutrients you can then feed to your plants! 

If plants receive too little or too much nutrients there can be many signs:

Signs of plant nutrient deficiencies can present themselves in many different ways but key
indicators can be abnormal growth, yellowing or leaves, purpling of leaves. More details here

Nutrient Toxicity is much more rare, but can cause excessive growth, tender leaves (more
susceptible to disease / damage), yellow "burn" marks on leaves, or death of the plant.

To learn more about plant nutrients & plant needs: visit here

https://www.thespruce.com/plant-nutrient-deficiencies-1402496
https://www.epicgardening.com/plant-nutrients/
https://www.epicgardening.com/plant-nutrients/
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CARING FOR SEEDLINGS

...When starting seedlings, the best first step is to read the seed pack or visit a seed company website
for information you can follow for each seed type. We recommend the West Coast Seeds Grow Guide

West Coast Seeds has many useful and easy resources to apply that can help.
 

Every seed type or family have their own requirements that
mimic how they would grow in nature. 

These can include: 
Are they direct seed (into ground or pot only) or can you

start them in container and plant out
How deep you plant the seed in the soil

If they are buried in soil or seeded on top (some seeds
require light to germinate)

How long it will take to germinate
Days to maturity (this can inform how early you have to

start a plant for the growing season)
Soil temperature for germination

*Note if you are growing plants indoors for outdoor season
or to sell as garden starts then you have to pay attention to

timing for seed starting that align with season plantings

*If you are growing plants indoors and they will only grow
by supplemental light and indoor conditions then you can

start them anytime & care year round 

 When starting and caring for seedlings in the classroom one of the most important things to
monitor is moisture content. 

Seed starting station: Farm To School BC How to build a growing station to start seeds Video / PDF
Farm to School BC Webinar: Starting Seedlings in your School Video

https://www.westcoastseeds.com/pages/request-catalogue
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ec40CeNvyA&ab_channel=FarmtoSchoolBC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ec40CeNvyA&ab_channel=FarmtoSchoolBC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ec40CeNvyA&ab_channel=FarmtoSchoolBC
https://farmtoschoolbc.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2020/04/F2S-Webinar-Growing-Station-.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCzvpgHeAgw&ab_channel=FarmtoSchoolBC
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GROWING MICROGREENS

Video: F2SBC Growing Microgreens in your classroom - An Educators Experience & Tips
Adventure: Microgreen! Video: A short video created by Lisa Carr, a teacher at Kay Bingham, about

how to grow your own microgreen.

Growing microgreens in the classroom can be a great way to engage students in a fast-growing and
ongoing hand-ons project. Microgreens typically grow within 1-2 weeks and can provide a class

activity in setting up, caring for and harvesting microgreens each week. 

Mircogreens make a great tasty snack on their own, or a quick addition to sandwiches, salads or
leftovers etc. the students may already be eating. They can also be a great class project for

fundraising (selling to school staff or local restaurants etc)

There are many different varieties of microgreens you can grow with some being faster and easier
to grow then others. This how-to guide by West Coast Seeds can be a helpful place to start!

All edible greens can be grown as a microgreen, from spinach to carrots to beet greens, so this
project can be a fun way for students to experience growing and eating different greens. 

Our recommendation for the easiest to grow - and often a class favorite - is the peashoot! 
Another favourite is sunflower shoots - they grow quickly and are delicious, but can require more

care to get sunflower shells off of the sprouted tops

Want to avoid using soil in the class?
Try the fiber grow mat option

Try the reusable wire mesh option

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJdkESOr2gg
https://express.adobe.com/video/asNpWCOk1WSgL
https://express.adobe.com/video/asNpWCOk1WSgL
https://www.westcoastseeds.com/blogs/wcs-academy/grow-microgreens
https://www.leevalley.com/en-ca/shop/garden/planting/propagation/seed-starting/111130-hemp-fiber-grow-mats?item=XB849&utm_source=free_google_shopping&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=shopping_feed&gclid=CjwKCAjwuqiiBhBtEiwATgvixP6hW9noyvFsDiforfnBPjmyagN_gYoGpAEF2NxrNZj_OyIutMlGWRoC9yEQAvD_BwE
https://onthegrow.net/blogs/news/reusable-microgreen-grow-medium-complete-guide

